List of Tours to be Operated.
1.Heritage walks/walking Tours
2.Treks to waterfallsl2. Raj Bhavan Darshan tour
3. Crocodile spotting tour
4. Wetland tours
5. Mahadev temple Tamdi surla Temple & Dudhsagar waterfall tour
6.Bird watching trails
7. Netravali bubbling lake/Strawberry farm tour
8. Spice Plantations tours
9. Tribal food trail- Canacona
10. Bondla wild life sanctuary.
11. Festival Tourism ( Narkasur parade, Ganesh Dekhava, Tripurari Pornima, Shirgao Jatra, Chikal Kalo,
etc.)

Terms and Conditions
Tour/trek rates and itinerary to be submitted To GTDC by selected Agencies.
All Booking should be through website of GTDC.
Direct bookings can be accepted and daily sales report of online and direct bookings to be submitted to
GTDC.
Tour/trek information and photos to be uploaded on website and GT SM handles by the Agency.
10% revenue/ handling fees per booking to be paid to GTDC.
Tour/ Trek agency will be liable to pay receipt on payment of booking fees to the customers/ Guests.
EMD of Rs.5,000/- to be deposited with GTDC which is refundable.
GTDC handling fees to be paid by means of bank Cheque/ NEFT Receipt at the end of every month along
with statement of bookings.
Exchange of letters/ contract to be signed between GTDC and Tour/Trek Agencies.The contract will be
valid for two years from the date of signing and renewable for additional 2 years based on the
performance of the Agencies.
GTDC is not responsible for untoward incidents if any, occur during the the tours.
Safety measures of the guests to be taken by the agency during the tour as prescribed by Govt.
Authorities.
Vehicles used for Tours/ Treks must have valid Registration/ Insurance and other mandatory documents.
Adequate publicity on Goa Tourism Social Media Handles to be made by the selected agencies and also,
content (photographs, Short Videos, Reels) to be provided to GTDC time to time for promotions on
Official Goa Tourism SM handles.
Any other new Tour/ Treks or custom curations/ demand requests by visiting tourist/ locals like
Narkasur Parade, Sao Joao feast, Gulal utsav, Ghodemodni, Shirgao Jatra (Homkund) to be conducted,
operated and marketed by the selected agencies.
The Managing Director reserves the right to terminate the authorization without assigning any reasons
thereof.

